GENERAL INFORMATION
DAILY ACTIVITIES
Deep Dive workshops are designed to be a week in length and as such have 5
overarching themes, one for each day of the school week. Each theme has 2-3
lessons. The Workshop Roadmap is designed for students to follow along with
and track their progress. If you are able, we recommend printing the
Workshop Roadmap, as well as the educational materials listed as “to print”.
View the Coral Reef Roadmap
View the Documents to Print

ZOOM
Saltwater Classroom Virtual Workshops incorporate Zoom programming to
facilitate connection and strengthen education. Participants are asked to
complete (or at least start) a lesson before a Zoom event.
The majority of Zoom meetings have been scheduled ahead of time, however
additional times will be added based on participants’ individual schedules.
Find pre-scheduled times on the Roadmap or here. Following registration,
adults will receive a survey with best times for Zoom for participants and the
SC Team will try to ﬁt as many schedules as possible.
View the SC Zoom Etiquette Guide

(please go over this guide with participants)

SC PORTAL
Participants will access all educational material and Zoom links through the
SC Portal found at mysaltwaterclassroom.com. First step is creating an
account. Use email address from registration and create your password
(simple is okay and write it down for participants!). All accounts created must be
approved and granted access by SC administrators.
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Familiarize yourself and participants with the structure and layout of the SC
Portal. To help participants learn their way around the portal have them
complete the following scavenger hunt:
Find where Zoom times are posted
Find where lessons and activities are posted
Find an example of a “hands-on lesson”
Check out the Connect board, this is where students can post questions,
comments, stories, etc. — you can have fun with it here!
Answer a “Hello!” post on the Connect board

JOIN AS A CLASS
For entire classrooms joining the workshop, we have a few special things
including Partner Classrooms and tailored Zoom times. Find more
information about joining as a class here.
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